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To all whom it may concern: 
Be it known that I, GEORGE ERNEST Rowe, 

of Boston, in the county of Suffolk and State 
of Massachusetts, have invented certain new 
and useful Improvements in Advertising 
Wagons, of which the following is a specifi 
cation. 
This invention has for its object to pro 

vide a vehicle adapted to display advertise 
ments upon the streets by having a cur 
tain provided with mechanism so arranged 
in connection with said vehicle that when 
the latter is drawn along the curtain will be 
moved in such a manner as to display any 
advertising cards or announcements which 
may be printed or painted thereon. 
The invention consists in the combination, 

with the vehicle, ot' a curtain, rollers whereby 
’the same may be operated, mechanism where 
by tue rollers are caused to rotate,and mech 
anism for automatically changing the direc 
tion of said rollers when necessary, or when 
the curtain has been unrolled from one roller, 
so that said curtain may be continuously in 
motion, all of which I will now proceed to de 
scribe and claim. 
Of the accompauying` drawings, forming a 

part of this specification, Figure l represents 
a side elevation of a vehicle embodying my 
improvements. Fig. 2 represents an enlarged 
sectional view of the body of the vehicle, 
showing the curtain and its operative mech 
anism in elevation. Fig. 3 represents a sec 
tion on line 0c x, Fig. 2. Fig. LI represents a 
section on line @jg/,Fig l. Figs. 5 and 6 rep 
resent detail views. y 
The same letters of reference indicate the 

' same parts in all of the figures. 

SO 

In carrying out my invention I provide a 
vehicle a of any suitable design for the pur 
pose of attracting attention thereto, prefer 
ably the style shown in Fig. 1, having at each 
end a’jar or bottle shaped portion b b’. The 
forward portion b’ is adapted to contain the 
driver of the vehicle, while the rear portion 
b contains the roller-operating mechanism 
hereinafter described. These j ar-shaped ends 
are provided with doors CZ d', having windows 
therein, and are constructed of any suitable 
material, preferably thin iron. To the above 

named end portions are suitable supports e 
e', in which are journaled rollsff’, Fig. 2. 
Said rolls are provided with bevel-gears 2 3, 
adapt-ed to mesh with bevel-gears ¿t 5 on a 
vertical shaft g, which shaft is provided with a 
bevel- gear o' on the bottom of the same, 
adapted to mesh with a bevel-gear '7 on the 
axle h. Said axleis adapted to be rotated by 
the motion of the wheels 'L' i', which arey rig 
idly attached to the same, by which means 
motion is communicated to the shaft h and 
rollsff’, as shown in Eig. 3. 
The curtain c is of suitable material, pref 

erably of duck, and is secured to rollsff’ 
and is adapted to be wound thereon. Upon 
said curtain can be painted or printed adver 
tising devices, as shown in Figs. l and 2. 

It will be seen by reference to Fig. 2 that 
only one of the rolls ff’ is in gear with the 
shaft g at the same time. This arrangement 
is essential, because the roll on' which the 
curtain is wound constantly increases in size, 
and consequently the speed of the roll from 
which the curtainis being unwound increases 
in proportion to the size of the winding-roll, 
so that it is impracticable to positively ro~ 
-tate both rolls at the same speed. 

In order that rolls ff’ may be alternately 
thrown into and out of gear with the shaft g, 
I have provided the following mechanism: Íc 
represents a collar placed on shaftg and pro 
vided with a groove l. An arm m. loosely at 
tached to a tumble-shaft m', jourualed in 
bearings on a support n, is connected with 
said collar Ä: at one end and at its opposite 
end with a link 0 by means of a bolt or pin ̀ 
p, Fig. 2. Said link is att-ached to an arm q, 
rigidly secured to shaft lm', to which shaft is 
also connected another arm a', having a weight 
or ball s on its upper end sufficiently heavy 
to overbalance the weight of shaftg and hold 
the same in gear with the rolls alternately. 
An arm t, also secured to tumble-shaft m', 
engages with a lever u, pivoted to support e, 
the arrangement of said lever being such that 
its outer end will be engaged with a lug o, 
secured to the curtain, which engagement will 
serve to «move the end of said lever in the di 
rection that the curtain is moving, as will be 
presently explained, 
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ling t', as seen in Fig. 2, is placed on the 
curtain at a point where the latter is nearly 
unwound from rollf’,and the curtain is mov 
ing in the direction ol' the arrow in said lig 
ure and winding upon roll j’. It is neces 
sary, now, that the direction of the curtain 
be changed and that roll f’ become loose. 
Said result is accomplished as follows: As the 
curtain moves down, lug` v is brought- against 
lever u, carrying the same with it. This 
movement .raises the other end of said lever, 
raising the end of lever or arm t, and impart 
ing a. rotary movement to tumblesshaft on', 
carrying the weighted arm te and beyond a 
perpendicular position, when the gravitation 
of said weight exerts suiiicient leverage, with 
shaft m.’ as a fulcruln and through the en 
gagement of the upper end of link o with pin 
p on lever m, to depress the outer end of the 
same and through the engagement of the in 
ner end with collar Í; to raise the latter and 
shaft g into gear with roll f’ and out of gear 
with rollf, as shown in full and dotted lines 
in Fig. i’. The engagement of gears 3 5 will 
reverse the direction of rotation and cause 
the curtain to be moved upwardly, as will be 
readily understood by reference to the last 
mentioned ligure. 
Shaftg is in two parts, the lower portion n: 

being hollow to receive the upper portion g. 
A pin e' in the upper portion passes through 
a slot a’ in the lower portion, said pin im 
parting motion to the upper portion, this ar 
rangement being necessary both to permit the 
described endwise movement of shaft g and to 
permit the movement of the vehicle upon its 
springs S D. The bottom portion w is rigidly 
secured in position by a clamp c’,' surround~ 
ing the same and secured to the rear axle 
boxes c2 c3, said clamp preventing said gear 
from being disengaged by the vertical move 
ment of the body of the vehicle. 
The rolls ff’ are concealed from view by 

suitable covers 7L’ h2, extending from one end 
portion of the casing to the other, and pro 
vided with slots h3 7L" for the curtain to pass 
through, as shown in Fig. i. 

l have shown in Fig. 2 a pulley a“ on roll 
f’ and a portion of a belt a4, the intention 
being to have a suitable musical instrument 
located in the forward end portion, said in 
strument to be provided with winding lucch 
anism to be operated from said pulley. 

lt will be seen by reference to Fig. 2 that 
lug u is necessarily placed on the curtain at 
the point where the latter is quite unwound 
from rollj’, and when said lug has operated 
the reversing mechanism through lever u, as 
already described, the change of direction of 
the curtain will ot' course carry said lug back 
again in contact with said lever, but the lever 
will not be operated by it, as I provide said 
lug with a- hinged end which yields in mov 
ing upwardly when it strikes the lever Íit,but 
is rigid when it strikes said lever in moving 
downwardly; hence said lug will operate the 
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I reversing mechanism only when going in the 
: direction shown in Fig. il-that is, when the 
l curtain is quite unwound from rollf’ lug fu', 
l Fig. t5, will change the reversing mechanism 
in the opposite direction, said lug` being 
placed in position on the opposite end of thc 
curtain to that shown in said figure and ar 
ranged to be hinged so as to be rigid in mov 
ing upwardly and to yield in moving down 
wardly. 

I do not limit myself to the devices shown 
and described for reversing the motion of the 
curtain or the rolls ou which it is wound, as 
other means may bc employed without de~ 
parting from the nature or spirit of the in~ 
vention. 

I claim 
l. The combination, in an advertising 

wagon, of an advertising curtain or panorama, 
rollers ff', to which the ends of the same arc 
affixed, a telescopic shaft g w, composed of a 
section which is geared to one ot' the axles, 
and a sliding section rotatively engaged with 
said geared section and provided with gears 
adapted to engage with like gears on the 
rollers ff', lugs moving with the curtain, and 
mechanism operated by said lugs to impart 
an cndwise movement to the section (j and 
thereby reverse the direction of movement 
imparted to the curtain, as sct forth. 

2. The combination of the advertising cur 
tain or panorama, the curtain-rollers f_f’, hav 
ing the gears 2 3, the telescopic shaft com 
posed of the section w, geared to one of the 
axles, and the sliding section g, rotatively en 
gaged with the section w and having the gears 
4 5, arranged as shown, so that in one position 
of the section g the gears t and 2 are in en 
gagement and in the other portion the gears 
5 and 3 are in engagement, the lugs t' ÍU’, at« 
tached to the curtain, the lever u, arranged 
to be moved by said lugs, and mechanism, 
substantially as described, operated by the 
movements of said lever, whereby the section 
g is moved endwise, as set forth. 

’l‘he combination, in an advertising 
wagon, of an advertising curtain or panorama, 
rollers ff', to which the ends of the same are 
affixed, a telescopic shaft g ic, composed of a 
section which is geared to one of the axles, 
and a sliding section rotatively engaged with 
said geared section and provided with gears 
adapted to engage with like gears on the 
rollers ff', said gears being arranged so that 
an endwise movement of the section _Q will 
reverse thc direction of movement imparted 
to the curtain, as set forth. 
In testimony whereof I have signed my 

name to this specification, in the presence of 
two subscribing witnesses, this 17th day of 
September, A. D. lSSS. 

GEORGE VEIîlvErBîl‘ ROWE. 

\\'itnesses: 
C. F. BROWN, 
A. D. HARRISON. 
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